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MULT-CHANNEL MAGNETC RESONANCE 
MAGING AND SPECTROSCOPY 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

0001. This invention relates to magnetic resonance (MR) 
imaging and spectroscopy, particularly utilizing multiple 
radio-frequency (RF) coils. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0002 U.S. Pat. No. 6,961,455 B1 discusses a fully auto 
mated coil selection technique that facilitates image recon 
struction with an increased signal-to-noise ratio and reduced 
artifact presence. Through automatic selection of RF coils 
from an RF coil array, their invention discriminates between 
coils in an imaging field-of-view (FOV) based on an index 
gauge. However, their technique offers only limited possibili 
ties to adjust the excitation uniformity of the RF coil array 
according to a physiological phase—for example a respira 
tory phase or a cardiac phase—of the patient. Thus, it is 
desirable to have an improved method of adjusting the exci 
tation uniformity of an RF coil array in accordance with a 
physiological phase of the patient. It is also desirable to have 
an RF coil array with an improved capability of adjusting the 
coil excitation uniformity according to a physiological phase 
of the patient. Furthermore, it is also desirable to have an MR 
system capable of utilizing Such an RF coil array, as well as a 
computer program capable of controlling such an RF coil 
array. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0003. Accordingly, an improved method of adjusting the 
excitation uniformity of an array of RF coils is disclosed 
herein. Multiple RF coils are configured to apply an MR pulse 
sequence including at least a preparation segment and an 
acquisition segment, wherein the preparation segment and the 
acquisition segment each comprise one or more excitation 
pulses like RF pulses and gradient pulses. The improved 
method involves applying the one or more excitation pulses of 
the preparation segment by activating the multiple radio 
frequency coils in a first excitation pattern, and applying the 
one or more excitation pulses of the acquisition segment by 
activating the multiple radio-frequency coils in a second exci 
tation pattern. 
0004. The uniformity of the excitation profile of an RF coil 

is affected by both the dielectric properties of a subject being 
examined using the RF coil, for example a human patient, as 
well as the frequency of operation of the RF coil itself. At a 
given frequency of operation of the RF coil, which is deter 
mined by the strength of the main magnetic field and the 
nuclear species being studied, the uniformity of the RF exci 
tation profile inside the body of the subject may be affected by 
the shape and size of the Subject. Non-uniformities so caused 
in the RF excitation profile can be at least partially compen 
sated for by using the methods disclosed herein, in which 
each individual RF coil in a group of multiple RF coils is 
controlled, and configured, independently. This approach to 
optimizing the RF excitation field is referred to as “RF shim 
ming. In addition, the dielectric-related RF uniformity may 
also change with time, for example, due to changes in the 
body's size and shape caused by the Subject's respiration 
during an MR examination. This can be compensated for if 
the system is configured to dynamically change the RF shim 
ming as a function of the physiological state of the patient. 
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Such an approach to dynamically optimizing the RF excita 
tion field during a pulse sequence is referred to as "dynamic 
RF shimming. The disclosed method provides this function 
ality, for example by allowing the multiple RF coils to be 
configured to use one set of pulse amplitudes, pulse phases 
and pulse durations for the excitation pulses when the patient 
is breathing in, and a different set of pulse amplitudes, pulse 
phases and pulse durations for the excitation pulses when the 
patient is breathing out. 
0005. Furthermore, an MR system comprising multiple 
RF coils configured to apply an MR pulse sequence according 
to the disclosed methods is also disclosed herein. The mul 
tiple RF coils are configured to apply the MR pulse sequence 
including at least a preparation segment and an acquisition 
segment, wherein the preparation segment and the acquisition 
segment each comprise one or more excitation pulses. The 
MR system further comprises a first control unit configured to 
apply the one or more excitation pulses of the preparation 
segment by activating the multiple RF coils in a first excita 
tion pattern, and a second control unit configured to apply the 
one or more excitation pulses of the acquisition segment by 
activating the multiple RF coils in a second excitation pattern. 
0006 Furthermore, a computer program for operating 
multiple RF coils configured to apply an MR pulse sequence 
according to the disclosed methods is also disclosed herein. 
The computer program comprises instructions to enable the 
multiple RF coils to apply the MR pulse sequence including 
at least a preparation segment and an acquisition segment, 
wherein the preparation segment and the acquisition segment 
each comprise one or more excitation pulses. The computer 
program enables the multiple RF coils to apply the one or 
more excitation pulses of the preparation segment by activat 
ing the multiple RF coils in a first excitation pattern, and to 
apply the one or more excitation pulses of the acquisition 
segment by activating the multiple RF coils in a second exci 
tation pattern. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0007. These and other aspects will be described in detail 
hereinafter by way of example on the basis of the following 
embodiments, with reference to the accompanying drawings, 
wherein: 
0008 FIG. 1 shows an illustrative MR pulse sequence 
including a preparation segment and an acquisition segment: 
0009 FIGS. 2a, 2b, 2c and 2d show illustrative implemen 
tations of the method disclosed herein; and 
0010 FIG.3 schematically shows an MR system utilizing 
an embodiment of the multiple RF coils disclosed herein. 
0011 Corresponding reference numerals used in the vari 
ous figures represent corresponding elements in the figures. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS 

0012 FIG. 1 is a diagrammatic representation of an MR 
pulse sequence 100, also called a pulse sequence timing dia 
gram, showing the time sequence of application of various 
pulses. For example, the line labelled RF represents the appli 
cation of RF pulses 102,104, while the lines labelled GZ, Gy 
and GX represent gradient pulses applied along the Z, y and 
X-directions, respectively. Specifically, the pulse sequence 
100 shown in FIG. 1 shows a slice-select gradient 106 being 
applied along the Z-direction, a phase-encoding gradient 108 
and a phase-rewinder gradient 110 being applied along the 
y-direction and a readout gradient 12 being applied along the 
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x-direction. The entire pulse sequence 100 is divided into two 
segments, a preparation segment PRP and an acquisition seg 
ment ACQ. In the particular case shown, the preparation 
segment PRP comprises only a single RF pulse 102, and the 
acquisition segment ACQ comprises the imaging sequence 
consisting of the RF excitation pulse 104 and its associated 
slice-select gradient 106, phase encoding 108 and phase 
rewindergradients 110, and the readout gradient 112. 
0013. In certain cases, an MR pulse sequence may be 
characterized by an initial segment during which the spins are 
“prepared for imaging, followed by a Subsequent segment 
during which the prepared spins are imaged. Examples of 
pulses or sequences of pulses that may be applied during the 
initial segment include pulses for fat Suppression, contrast 
preparation by applying an inversion recovery pulse, spatial 
selection or spatial saturation pulses, etc. Examples of pulses 
or sequences of pulses that may be applied during the Subse 
quent segment include imaging sequences such as spin-echo 
(SE) sequences, field-echo or gradient echo (FE) pulses, fast 
field echo (FFE) sequences, turbo spin-echo (TSE) 
sequences, echo planar imaging (EPI) sequences, etc. The 
initial segment during which the spins are prepared' is what 
is referred to as a “preparation” segment PRP in this docu 
ment, while the Subsequent segment is referred to as an 
“acquisition” segment ACQ. 
0014 FIGS. 2a, 2b, 2c and 2d illustrate the basic concept 
of Switching configurations of a multi-transmit RF coil array 
according to the methods disclosed herein. The images 202P 
202A, 204P 204A, 206P and 206A show a 16-element coil 
array, wherein the 16 individual elements of the coil array are 
shown arranged in a circular pattern. Only one of the elements 
210 has been labelled in the image 202P for clarity; however, 
it is to be noted that each similar dot on the images 202P 
202A, 204P 204A, 206P and 206A represents a separate coil 
element of the multi-transit RF coil system. Each coil element 
is cylindrical instructure, and all the cylindrical coil elements 
are arranged parallel to one another, with the main axes of the 
cylindrical coil elements extending normal to the plane of the 
image. In other words, FIGS. 2a, 2b and 2c show the axial 
cross-section of the multi-transmit RF coil arrangement, 
wherein the axial plane is defined as a plane that is normal to 
the longitudinal or main axes of the coil elements. The coil 
arrangements shown in FIGS. 2a, 2b and 2c may be consid 
ered to have a birdcage-like geometry. However, though the 
geometry is similar to that of a standard birdcage coil, the 
multi-coil arrangements shown in FIGS. 2a, 2b and 2c differ 
from a standard birdcage coil in some important aspects. 
0015. A standard birdcage coil resonates as a whole. In 
Such a case, the amplitude and phase of the current in a 
particular rung has a fixed relationship with the amplitude and 
phase of the current in a different rung. Usually such a coil is 
tuned so that a standing wave is realized in the coil where the 
phase of the current in each rung differs by a fixed angle Such 
that the total phase around all rungs is 360 degrees. In this 
case, the resonant mode of the birdcage coil is referred to as 
mode 1, i.e., the uniform mode. It is also possible to tune the 
standard birdcage coil with a different phase relationship 
between rungs. In this case a different mode of the coil is 
made to resonate, which mode will not be uniform. A standard 
birdcage coil, once tuned, cannot be re-configured dynami 
cally. However, if each rung of a birdcage-type coil is made 
physically independent, tuned to the MR resonant frequency 
and Supplied with its own independent transmit channel, we 
have a birdcage-type coil capable of transmitting indepen 
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dently over multiple channels. In this case it is possible to 
Supply independently the correct amplitudes and phases, with 
the correct temporal relationship, to each element so that the 
mode 1 excitation is synthesized. Since each rung of the coil 
is now independent and tuned to the MR frequency, it is 
possible to synthesize any operating mode of the birdcage 
type coil by simply choosing the amplitudes and phases of the 
Voltage that is Supplied to each element. Additionally, the 
operating mode of the birdcage-type coil can be changed 
dynamically during a pulse sequence by changing the ampli 
tudes and phases of the Supplied currents. 
0016 Drawings 208P and 208A show a planar phased 
array coil, for example a spine coil or a neurovascular coil, 
wherein five different loops are arranged in an overlapping 
fashion to form a phased array coil. The number of loops 
could, of course, be different from five. The images 202P 
204.P. 206P and drawing 208P show the mode of operation of 
the RF coil array during the preparation segment PRP of the 
MR pulse sequence, i.e., the first excitation pattern of the RF 
coils, while the images 202A, 204A, 206A and drawing 208A 
show the operational mode during the acquisition segment 
ACQ of the MR pulse sequence, i.e., the second excitation 
pattern of the RF coils. 
0017 FIG. 2a illustrates an embodiment in which spatial 
saturation and excitation are performed selectively by using 
different configurations of the multi-element transmit system 
within the same MR imaging sequence. In this case, as shown 
in image 202P for the preparation segment PRP, the 16 ele 
ments of the multi-transmit RF coil array are energized in a 
first excitation pattern. During the acquisition segment ACQ. 
the 16 elements are energized in a second excitation pattern as 
shown in image 202A. The region within the multiple RF 
coils that is excited by the excitation pulses applied in the first 
excitation pattern is shown as a lighter shaded region L, while 
the region that is relatively less affected or not affected by the 
excitation pulses of the preparation phase PRP is shown as a 
darker region D. Such a selection of the region to be excited is 
possible by selectively setting the pulse parameters of indi 
vidual pulses that are applied to each of the 16 coils. Some of 
the pulse parameters that may be manipulated include pulse 
duration, pulse amplitude and pulse phase. For example, in 
the embodiment shown in image 202P, the pulse amplitude of 
all RF excitation pulses being applied during the preparation 
segment PRP to the coils that form the bottom half of the 
birdcage-type geometry, could be set to Zero or a very small 
value so that regions near these coils are not excited by the 
excitation pulses. This forms the first excitation pattern of 
energizing the RF coils. During the acquisition segment 
ACO, the pulse amplitudes or pulse durations of all pulses 
applied to the coils that form the top half of the birdcage-like 
geometry could be reduced to Zero or a very Small value So 
that regions near these coils are not excited by the pulses. This 
forms the second excitation pattern for energizing the RF 
coils. 
0018. As a specific example, a spin-echo pulse sequence 
that has a preparation segment PRP consisting of an initial RF 
pulse (e.g., a flip angle of 30°, 45°, 90°, etc.) may use one 
excitation pattern of the multi-transmit RF coils to limit exci 
tation to a particular region. The spin-echo pulse sequence 
that also has an acquisition segment ACQ consisting of a 
refocusing pulse (i.e., a flip angle of 180') may then Switch to 
a different excitation pattern of the multi-transmit RF coils to 
limit refocusing to a different region. Thus, the slice selection 
of the refocusing RF pulse may be made to differ in spatial 
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extent compared to the initial RF pulse. The refocusing pulse 
will therefore cover a different region compared to the initial 
RF pulse, and refocus MR signal only from the intersection of 
the two different regions. A common Scheme is to apply the 
initial and the refocusing pulses orthogonal to each other, 
though other angles may also be considered. Compared to a 
technique that uses manipulations of the slice-select gradients 
to achieve this, the method disclosed herein results in lower 
acoustic noise. 

0019. An advantage of operating a coil as disclosed herein 
is that it offers the possibility of tailoring the RF excitation to 
a region of interest during each segment of an MR pulse 
sequence. For example, in FIG.2a, letus assume that apatient 
is placed supine within the volume formed by the multiple RF 
coils, with the thoracic region being the region to be imaged. 
In this position, most of the motion of the thorax due to 
respiration occurs in the top half of the thorax. Therefore, in 
order to obtain adequate motion Suppression, it may be suf 
ficient to saturate the spins towards the anterior part of the 
thorax during the preparation segment PRP of the RF pulse 
sequence. During the acquisition segment ACQ, only the 
posterior part of the thorax is subjected to RF excitation 
pulses, and MR data are collected only from the excited 
posterior thoracic region. This reduces the exposure of the 
patient to RF energy compared to a situation wherein the 
entire thoracic region is subjected to RF excitation in order to 
Suppress respiratory motion. 
0020 FIG.2b shows a first excitation pattern 204P and a 
second excitation pattern 204A of activating the RF coil array, 
wherein all 16 elements of the RF coil array are used for 
transmission during the preparation segment PRP to ensure a 
uniform excitation field within the volume formed by the RF 
coils (image 204P). During the acquisition segment ACQ, the 
requirement for uniform excitation may be lower and thus it 
may be adequate to use the second excitation pattern wherein 
only 8 elements of the multi-transmit RF coil array are effec 
tively activated. The reduced number of active elements dur 
ing the acquisition segment ACQ results in a corresponding 
reduction in SAR for a subject under examination. The 
greater uniformity of excitation achieved during the prepara 
tion segment PRP is indicated by the overall excitation profile 
of the coil array shown in image 204P, which has fewer 
grayscale values compared to the overall excitation profile of 
the coil array during the acquisition segment ACQ. shown in 
image 204A. 
0021. As a specific example, a fat Suppression pre-pulse 
may utilize a pre-determined "RF-shimming or homogene 
ity correction, which is realized through a highly uniform fat 
Suppression pulse during the preparation segment PRP. The 
Subsequent imaging sequence during the acquisition segment 
ACQ utilizes a less uniform transmit mode because the 
method is less sensitive to RF non-uniformity. The possibility 
of adjusting the RF excitation uniformity according to the 
physiological response/phase of the patient, i.e., "dynamic 
RF shimming, is especially helpful at high magnetic field 
strengths (e.g., 3T and above) wherein dielectric-induced 
uniformity effects may change as a result of patient motion 
Such as respiratory motion or cardiac motion. 
0022 FIG. 2c illustrates an embodiment in which outer 
Volume Suppression is performed without the use of gradients 
by using different configurations of the multi-channel RF 
transmit system during the preparation segment PRP and the 
acquisition segment ACQ. For example, a preparatory RF 
excitation pulse for outer-Volume Suppression, applied during 
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the preparation segment PRP utilizes a non-uniform excita 
tion mode of the multi-channel RF transmit system as shown 
by image 206P, while the subsequent imaging RF excitation 
pulses, applied during the acquisition segment ACQ, utilize a 
more uniform excitation mode as shown by image 206A. 
Specifically, all coil elements in the birdcage-type coil 
arrangement of FIG.2c are activated during the preparation 
segment PRP, but the phases of the currents supplied to the 
different coil elements are adjusted individually such that the 
overall excitation profile conforms to a “mode 7 resonance 
of a standard birdcage coil. During the acquisition segment 
ACO, all the coil elements are again activated; however, the 
phases of the currents supplied to the different coil elements 
is adjusted individually such that the overall excitation profile 
now conforms to the “mode 1 or uniform-excitation mode of 
a standardbirdcage coil. The advantage of this approach may 
be recognized in a reduced need for gradient Switching during 
the selection pulse applied during the preparation segment 
PRP resulting in lower acoustic noise. 
0023 Though only a birdcage-type geometry has been 
discussed in detail in the above examples, other geometries 
are equally valid. For example, the method disclosed herein 
may be implemented using a planar phased-array type multi 
transmit RF coil, as shown in FIG. 2d, which shows a phased 
array coil formed by five overlapping RF loop coils. Each 
loop is an independent coil with its own transmit channel, and 
the currents Supplied to each of the five loops can be con 
trolled individually and independently of the other loops. 
During the preparation segment PRP of the MR pulse 
sequence, all the RF loops are activated in a first excitation 
pattern. This helps in achieving a very homogeneous excita 
tion of the entire field-of-view covered by the phased-array 
type coil. During the acquisition segment ACQ, however, the 
RF loops are activated in a second excitation pattern which 
has a less homogeneous excitation profile. Thus, unnecessary 
exposure of tissue to RF irradiation is reduced during the 
acquisition segment ACQ of the pulse sequence. 
0024. It may be noted that in some of the embodiments 
above, the method can be alternately implemented by select 
ing different sets of RF coils during the preparation segment 
PRP and the acquisition segment ACQ. This is particularly 
applicable to the embodiments shown in FIG.2a and FIG.2b. 
In FIG. 2a, a first set of RF coils, consisting of only the coil 
elements that are towards the top half of the RF coil arrange 
ment are selected for transmission, while the coil elements in 
the bottom halfare turned off. The resulting excitation profile 
is shown in image 202P, with the lighter portion on the top 
halfL denoting regions excited by the excitation pulses, and 
the bottom darker half D denoting regions that are excited 
relatively less or not at all, by the RF excitation pulses. A 
saturation pulse or series of saturation pulses delivered in this 
mode serves to saturate the signal from the spins near the top 
half of the RF coil. During the acquisition segment ACQ, RF 
excitation pulses are applied using a second set of RF coils 
consisting of only the bottom elements of the RF coil arrange 
ment, as shown in image 202A. Similarly, in FIG.2b, images 
204P and 204A show different sets of coil elements being 
used during the preparation phase PRP and the acquisition 
phase ACQ. For instance, image 204P shows a first set of RF 
coils being used during the preparation phase PRP, wherein 
the first set includes all the 16 coil elements. On the other 
hand, image 204A shows a second set of coils being active 
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during the acquisition segment ACQ, wherein only alternate 
coil elements are active, and alternate coil elements are turned 
off. 
0025 Though only a single preparation segment PRP and 
a single acquisition segment ACQ are shown in FIG. 1, it may 
be noted that more than one preparation segment PRP and/or 
acquisition segment ACQ may be present in a particular pulse 
sequence. It may be noted that in a pulse sequence that has 
multiple preparation segments PRP or acquisition segments 
ACQ, the RF coil array may be used in different excitation 
patterns during different preparation or acquisition segments. 
0026 FIG. 3 shows a possible embodiment of an MR 
system utilizing the multiple RF coils disclosed herein. The 
MR system comprises a set of main coils 301, multiple gra 
dient coils 302 connected to a gradient driver unit 306, and 
multiple RF coils303 connected to an RF coil driver unit 307. 
The function of the RF coils 303, which may be integrated 
into the magnet in the form of a body coil, or may be separate 
surface coils, is further controlled by one or more transmit/ 
receive (TVR) switches 313. The multiple gradient coils 302 
and the RF coils are powered by a power supply unit 312. A 
transport system 304, for example a patient table, is used to 
position a subject 305, for example a patient, within an exami 
nation region of the MR system. A control unit 308 controls 
the RF coils 303 and the gradient coils 302. The control unit 
308 further controls the operation of a reconstruction unit 
309. The control unit 308 also controls a display unit 310, for 
example a monitor screen or a projector, a data storage unit 
315, and a user input interface unit 311, for example, a key 
board, a mouse, a trackball, etc. 
0027. The main coils 301 generate a steady and uniform 
static magnetic field, for example, offield strength 1T, 1.5T or 
3T. The disclosed multi-transmit RF coils and the method of 
their operation as disclosed herein are applicable to other field 
strengths as well. The main coils 301 are arranged in Such a 
way that they typically enclose a tunnel-shaped examination 
space, into which the subject 305 may be introduced. Another 
common configuration comprises opposing pole faces with 
an air gap in between them into which the subject 305 may be 
introduced by using the transport system 304. To enable MR 
imaging, temporally variable magnetic field gradients Super 
imposed on the static magnetic field are generated by the 
multiple gradient coils 302 in response to currents Supplied 
by the gradient driver unit 306. The power supply unit 312, 
fitted with electronic gradient amplification circuits, Supplies 
currents to the multiple gradient coils 302, as a result of which 
gradient pulses (also called gradient pulse waveforms) are 
generated. The control unit 308 controls the characteristics of 
the currents, notably their strengths, durations and directions, 
flowing through the gradient coils to create the appropriate 
gradient waveforms. The RF coils 303 generate RF excitation 
pulses in the subject 305 and receive MR signals generated by 
the subject 305 in response to the RF excitation pulses. The 
RF coil driver unit 307 supplies current to the RF coil 303 to 
transmit the RF excitation pulse, and amplifies the MR sig 
nals received by the RF coils 303. The transmitting and 
receiving functions of the RF coils 303 are controlled by the 
control unit 308 via the one or more T/R Switches 313. The 
T/R switch 313 is provided with electronic circuitry that 
switches the RF coils 303 between transmit and receive 
modes, and protects the RF coil 303 and other associated 
electronic circuitry against breakthrough or other overloads, 
etc. The characteristics of the transmitted RF excitation 
pulses, notably their strength and duration, are controlled by 
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the control unit 308. The control unit 308 also controls the 
operational modes of the RF coil array 303, and switches the 
modes during or within a pulse sequence, as discussed in the 
methods disclosed herein. 

0028. It is to be noted that though the transmitting and 
receiving coil are shown as one unit in this embodiment, it is 
also possible to have separate coils for transmission and 
reception, respectively. It is further possible to have multiple 
RF coil arrays 303 for transmitting or receiving or both. The 
RF coil arrays 303 may be integrated into the magnet in the 
form of a body coil, or may be separate Surface coil arrays. 
They may have different geometries, for example, a birdcage 
configuration or a simple loop configuration, etc. The mul 
tiple RF coils may be connected to independent transmit/ 
receive channels. 

(0029. The control unit 308 is preferably in the form of a 
computer that includes a processor, for example a micropro 
cessor. The control unit 308 controls the switching between 
various modes of the multiple RF coils 303. The control unit 
308 may exercise this control by running a computer program 
that contains instructions to activate the multiple RF coils in 
a first excitation pattern in order to apply the one or more 
excitation pulses of the preparation segment (PRP). The com 
puter program also contains further instructions to enable the 
control unit 308 to activate the multiple RF coils in a second 
excitation pattern in order to apply the one or more excitation 
pulses of the acquisition segment (ACQ). In a specific 
embodiment, the computer program contains instructions to 
operate a first set of RF coils from the RF coil array 303 during 
the preparation segment (PRP in FIG. 1) of an MR pulse 
sequence, and to operate a second set of RF coils from the RF 
coil array 303 during the acquisition segment (ACQ in FIG. 1) 
of the MR pulse sequence. The computer program also con 
tains instructions to ensure that the first set and second set of 
RF coils selected from the RF coil array 303 are not identical. 
The computer program may also contain instructions to 
detune the second set of RF coils when the first set of RF coils 
is in operation during the preparation segment PRP and to 
detune the first set of RF coils when the second set of RF coils 
is in operation during the acquisition segment ACQ. User 
input interface devices 311 like a keyboard, mouse, touch 
sensitive screen, trackball, etc., enable an operator to interact 
with the MR system. 
0030. The MR signal received with the RF coils 303 con 
tains the actual information concerning the local spin densi 
ties in a region of interest of the subject 305 being imaged. 
The received signals are reconstructed by the reconstruction 
unit 309, and displayed on the display unit 310 as an MR 
image oran MR spectrum. It is alternatively possible to store 
the signal from the reconstruction unit 309 in a storage unit 
315, while awaiting further processing. The reconstruction 
unit 309 is constructed advantageously as a digital image 
processing unit that is programmed to derive the MR signals 
received from the RF coils 303. 

0031. The selection of the first or the second excitation 
pattern for the RF coils may be made based on a parameter of 
the pulse sequence, for example a phase encoding gradient or 
a slice select gradient, etc. For example, in the case of a 
single-shot echo-planar-imaging sequence, the first occur 
rence of a phase encoding gradient blip may be used as the 
demarcation point between the preparation segment PRP 
(prior to the first phase encoding gradient blip), and the acqui 
sition segment ACQ (after the first phase encoding gradient 
blip). Thus, the RF coils are activated in a first excitation 
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pattern for all pulses before the first phase encoding gradient 
blip, and in a second excitation pattern after the first phase 
encoding gradient blip. 
0032. In a possible embodiment, the control unit 308 is 
programmed to first select the first set of RF coils during the 
preparation segment PRP. As soon as the slice-encoding gra 
dient is played out or applied along the Z-gradient, the control 
unit 308 automatically deselects the first set of RF coils and 
selects the second set of RF coils. In other embodiments, the 
control unit 308 is also configured to detune the second set of 
RF coils when the first set of RF coils is in operation during 
the preparation segment PRP, and to detune the first set of RF 
coils when the second set of RF coils is in operation during the 
acquisition segment ACQ. Though only one control unit 308 
is shown in FIG.3, it may be noted that multiple control units 
may exist, as separate pieces of hardware, which, operating 
together, implement the various functionalities of the control 
unit 308 as described above. Alternatively, the various func 
tions of the control unit may be implemented in software. 
0033. The selection of the first or the second excitation 
pattern for the RF coils may alternatively be made based on a 
physiological phase of the Subject under examination, for 
example a respiratory motion or a cardiac motion. For 
example, the control unit 308 could be configured to apply a 
certain set of preparatory pulses during the inspiration phase 
of the respiratory cycle of a human Subject being examined in 
the MR system. This could be termed, for example, as the 
preparation segment PRP of the pulse sequence, during which 
the control unit 308 automatically selects a first excitation 
pattern to apply the preparatory pulses using the RF coils. The 
control unit is configured to automatically apply the excita 
tion pulses of the acquisition segment ACQ during a second 
phase of the respiratory cycle, for example the end-expiratory 
phase. For example, during this period which has the mini 
mum motion of the subject, the control unit 308 could apply 
an imaging sequence to collect an image of the area of inter 
est. Methods of detecting respiratory or other physiological 
motion, and synchronizing an MR pulse sequence to certain 
characteristics or phases of the detected motion is known in 
the art. 

0034. The physiological phase need not be related to a 
physical motion of the subject. For example, the selection of 
the first or the second excitation patterns may be made based 
on neuronal activation patterns in the Subject's brain. For 
example, a functional MR imaging (fMRI) sequence may be 
used to image neuronal activity in the brain. If a certain 
pattern of activation is detected, then a separate spectroscopic 
sequence could be applied in a first excitation pattern to 
collect MR spectroscopic data from a region of interest. This 
would be the preparation segment PRP of the entire pulse 
sequence. If the desired pattern of neuronal activation is not 
detected in the fMRI image, then a high-resolution imaging 
sequence could be initiated to collect a high-resolution image 
of the region of interest. The spectroscopic data could later be 
Superimposed on the high-resolution image of the region of 
interest to correlate the two data sets. In this embodiment, it 
may be noted that the entire pulse sequence comprises an 
fMRI pulse sequence, a spectroscopic sequence and a high 
resolution imaging sequence. However, the preparation seg 
ment PRP and the acquisition segment ACQ consist only of 
the spectroscopic sequence and the high-resolution imaging 
sequence, respectively; the fMRI pulse sequence is not 
included in either of the segments. Thus, though in certain 
embodiments, all the excitation pulses used in a scan may be 
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categorized into either the preparation segment PRP or the 
acquisition segment ACQ, it may not be the case in certain 
other embodiments. 
0035 Another example of a physiological phase that is not 
related to a motion of the subject is the concentration of 
contrast agent in the Subject's bloodstream, after the Subject 
has been injected with a bolus of MR contrast agent. A region 
of the Subject could be continuously monitored for appear 
ance of the contrast agent, using a fast gradient echo imaging 
sequence. When the presence of contrast agent is detected 
above a desired threshold, which could manifest as a rise in 
signal intensity from the region of interest, a specific pulse 
sequence to image the vasculature at the region of interest, for 
example a fluid-attenuated inversion recovery (FLAIR) 
sequence, could be initiated. The entire pulse sequence could 
be considered to consist of two separate sequences, namely 
the fast gradient echo imaging sequence and the FLAIR 
sequence, with the fastgradient echo imaging sequence form 
ing the preparation segment PRP of the entire pulse sequence 
and the FLAIR sequence making up the acquisition segment 
ACO of the entire pulse sequence. Consequently, the fast 
gradient echo imaging sequence is applied in a first excitation 
pattern to the multi-transmit RF coil array, while the FLAIR 
sequence is applied in a second excitation pattern to the 
multi-transmit RF coil array. 
0036. As discussed above, the method disclosed herein 
involves utilizing different modes of operation of existing 
multi-channel hardware for different segments of an MR 
pulse sequence, and may be implemented on an MR system 
equipped with multi-channel RF transmit functionality. Each 
RF coil could be associated with a separate transmit and/or 
receive channel. A particular transmit/receive channel could 
also multiplex among multiple RF coils. 
0037. The computer program disclosed herein may reside 
on a computer readable medium, for example a CD-ROM, a 
DVD, a floppy disk, a memory Stick, a magnetic tape, or any 
other tangible medium that is readable by a computer. The 
computer program may also be a downloadable program that 
is downloaded, or otherwise transferred to the computer, for 
example via the Internet. The computer program may be 
transferred to the computer via a transfer means such as an 
optical drive, a magnetic tape drive, a floppy drive, a USB or 
other computer port, an Ethernet port, etc. 
0038. The order in the described implementations of the 
disclosed methods is not mandatory. A person skilled in the 
art may change the order of steps or perform steps concur 
rently using threading models, multi-processor Systems or 
multiple processes without departing from the disclosed con 
cepts. 
0039. It should be noted that the above-mentioned 
embodiments illustrate rather than limit the invention, and 
that those skilled in the art will be able to design many 
alternative embodiments without departing from the scope of 
the appended claims. In the claims, any reference signs placed 
between parentheses shall not be construed as limiting the 
claim. The word “comprising does not exclude the presence 
of elements or steps other than those listed in a claim. The 
word “a” or “an' preceding an element does not exclude the 
presence of a plurality of such elements. The disclosed 
method can be implemented by means of hardware compris 
ing several distinct elements, and by means of a Suitably 
programmed computer. In the system claims enumerating 
several means, several of these means can be embodied by 
one and the same item of computer readable Software or 
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hardware. The mere fact that certain measures are recited in 
mutually different dependent claims does not indicate that a 
combination of these measures cannot be used to advantage. 

1. A method of operating multiple radio-frequency coils 
configured to apply a magnetic resonance pulse sequence 
including at least a preparation segment and an acquisition 
segment, wherein the preparation segment and the acquisition 
segment each comprise one or more excitation pulses, the 
method comprising: 

applying the one or more excitation pulses of the prepara 
tion segment by activating the multiple radio-frequency 
coils in a first excitation pattern; and 

applying the one or more excitation pulses of the acquisi 
tion segment by activating the multiple radio-frequency 
coils in a second excitation pattern. 

2. The method of claim 1, wherein applying the one or 
more excitation pulses of the preparation segment by activat 
ing the multiple radio-frequency coils in the first excitation 
pattern includes setting a first set of pulse parameters for the 
one or more excitation pulses of the preparation segment, the 
first set of pulse parameters being selected from a group 
including at least a pulse amplitude, a pulse phase and a pulse 
duration. 

3. The method of claim 1, wherein applying the one or 
more excitation pulses of the acquisition segment by activat 
ing the multiple radio-frequency coils in the second excitation 
pattern includes setting a second set of pulse parameters for 
the one or more excitation pulses of the acquisition segment, 
the second set of pulse parameters being selected from a 
group including at least a pulse amplitude, a pulse phase and 
a pulse duration. 

4. The method of claim 1, wherein applying the one or 
more excitation pulses of the preparation segment by activat 
ing the multiple radio-frequency coils in the first excitation 
pattern, and applying the one or more excitation pulses of the 
acquisition segment by activating the multiple radio-fre 
quency coils in the second excitation pattern, further com 
prises: 

activating a first set of radio-frequency coils from the mul 
tiple radio-frequency coils during the preparation seg 
ment; and 

activating a second set of radio-frequency coils from the 
multiple radio-frequency coils during the acquisition 
segment, wherein at least one radio-frequency coil from 
the multiple radio-frequency coils is included in either 
only the first set or the second set of radio-frequency 
coils 

5. The method of claim 1, wherein the one or more excita 
tion pulses of the preparation phase are applied based on one 
or more parameters of the magnetic resonance pulse 
Sequence. 

6. The method of claim 1, wherein the one or more excita 
tion pulses of the acquisition phase are applied based on one 
or more parameters of the magnetic resonance pulse 
Sequence. 

7. The method of claim 5, wherein the one or more param 
eters of the magnetic resonance pulse sequence includes an 
index of a phase encoding gradient pulse. 

8. The method of claim 1, wherein the one or more excita 
tion pulses of the preparation phase are applied based on a 
physiological phase of a subject under examination. 

9. The method of claim 1, wherein the one or more excita 
tion pulses of the acquisition phase are applied based on a 
physiological phase of a subject under examination. 
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10. The method of claim 8, wherein the physiological 
phase of the Subject under examination is a phase of the 
Subject's respiratory motion. 

11. The method of claim 8, wherein the physiological 
phase of the Subject under examination is a phase of the 
Subject's cardiac motion. 

12. The method of claim 8, wherein the physiological 
phase of the Subject under examination is determined based 
on a concentration of a magnetic resonance contrast agent in 
the subject's bloodstream. 

13. The method of claim 8, wherein the physiological 
phase of the Subject under examination is determined based 
on a pattern of neuronal activity in the Subject's brain. 

14. A magnetic resonance system comprising multiple 
radio-frequency coils configured to apply a magnetic reso 
nance pulse sequence including at least a preparation segment 
and an acquisition segment, wherein the preparation segment 
and the acquisition segment each comprise one or more exci 
tation pulses, the magnetic resonance system further com 
prising: 

a first control unit configured to apply the one or more 
excitation pulses of the preparation segment by activat 
ing the multiple radio-frequency coils in a first excitation 
pattern; and 

a second control unit configured to apply the one or more 
excitation pulses of the acquisition segment by activat 
ing the multiple radio-frequency coils in a second exci 
tation pattern. 

15. The magnetic resonance system of claim 14 including 
a third control unit, wherein the third control unit is config 
ured to activate a first set of radio-frequency coils from the 
multiple radio-frequency coils during the preparation seg 
ment, and to activate a second set of radio-frequency coils 
from the multiple radio-frequency coils during the acquisi 
tion segment, and wherein the third control unit is further 
configured to include at least one radio-frequency coil from 
the multiple radio-frequency coils in either only the first set or 
only the second set of radio-frequency coils. 

16. The magnetic resonance system of claim 15 including 
a fourth control unit, wherein the fourth control unit is con 
figured to detune the first set of radio-frequency coils when 
the second set of radio-frequency coils is activated, and to 
detune the second set of radio-frequency coils when the first 
set of radio-frequency coils is activated. 

17. A computer program for operating multiple radio-fre 
quency coils configured to apply a magnetic resonance pulse 
sequence (100) including at least a preparation segment 
(PRP) and an acquisition segment (ACO), wherein the prepa 
ration segment (PRP) and the acquisition segment (ACO) 
each comprise one or more excitation pulses, the computer 
program comprising instructions for: 

applying the one or more excitation pulses of the prepara 
tion segment (PRP) by activating the multiple radio 
frequency coils in a first excitation pattern; and 

applying the one or more excitation pulses of the acquisi 
tion segment (ACQ) by activating the multiple radio 
frequency coils in a second excitation pattern. 

18. The computer program of claim 17, including instruc 
tions for activating a first set of radio-frequency coils from the 
multiple radio-frequency coils (303) during the preparation 
segment (PRP), and activating a second set of radio-fre 
quency coils from the multiple radio-frequency coils (303) 
during the acquisition segment (ACQ). 

19. The computer program of claim 18, including instruc 
tions to detune the first set of radio-frequency coils when the 
second set of radio-frequency coils is in operation, and to 
detune the second set of radio-frequency coils when the first 
set of radio-frequency coils is in operation. 
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